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Bespoke Toolmaker: Honey Brook Tools

Logan Wittmer

Vermont-based toolmaker Will Adams offers some of the best hand-made tools around. A marking knife. There are few tools that can, nearly instantly, increase the accuracy of a woodworker’s work. But for Vermont-based toolmaker Will Adams, a marking knife was so much more. His first tool, a marking knife, was made from his great-grandfather’s straight…
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Creating CNC Textures

Randy Johnson

Three ways to achieve different types of textures with your CNC router. CNC Routers open up lots of new ways to create textures in wood. Here are my three favorite ways of creating textures using a CNC. The first method uses the repetition of shapes to create a design that is routed using one or…
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Sliding-Head Beam Compass

American Woodworker Editors

My beam compass is perfect for drawing huge arcs. It’s super easy to make, and I can adjust it quickly without using screws or clamps. To change the arc’s radius, I just slide a saddle-style head along the beam. Make the beam from a piece of hardwood. Mine is 1″ x 1-1/4″ x 36″, but…
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